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1Department of Physics, Photonics and Optical Engineering, Bridgewater State University, Bridgewater, Massachusetts; 2Department of
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ABSTRACT Small-molecule DNA-binding drugs have shown promising results in clinical use against many types of cancer.
Understanding the molecular mechanisms of DNA binding for such small molecules can be critical in advancing future drug de-
signs. We have been exploring the interactions of ruthenium-based small molecules and their DNA-binding properties that are
highly relevant in the development of novel metal-based drugs. Previously we have studied the effects of the right-handed bi-
nuclear ruthenium threading intercalator DD-[m-bidppz(phen)4Ru2]

4þ, or DD-P for short, which showed extremely slow kinetics
and high-affinity binding to DNA. Here we investigate the left-handed enantiomerLL-[m-bidppz(phen)4Ru2]

4þ, orLL-P for short,
to study the effects of chirality on DNA threading intercalation. We employ single-molecule optical trapping experiments to un-
derstand the molecular mechanisms and nanoscale structural changes that occur during DNA binding and unbinding as well as
the association and dissociation rates. Despite the similar threading intercalation binding mode of the two enantiomers, our data
show that the left-handedLL-P complex requires increased lengthening of the DNA to thread, and it extends the DNAmore than
double the length at equilibrium compared with the right-handed DD-P. We also observed that the left-handed LL-P complex
unthreads three times faster than DD-P. These results, along with a weaker binding affinity estimated for LL-P, suggest a pref-
erence in DNA binding to the chiral enantiomer having the same right-handed chirality as the DNA molecule, regardless of their
common intercalating moiety. This comparison provides a better understanding of how chirality affects binding to DNA and may
contribute to the development of enhanced potential cancer treatment drug designs.
SIGNIFICANCE An understanding of the interaction of small ligands with nucleic acids is important for the development
of chemicals for therapeutic, biotechnological, and diagnostic purposes. In addition to their importance for biomedicine and
biotechnology, DNA-small molecule interactions also serve as models for more complex biological interactions because
the specific binding modes exhibited by small molecules are often components of protein-DNA interactions. Here we probe
the importance of chirality in determining the fundamental DNA interaction properties. We quantitatively characterize the
consequences of altering the chirality of a DNA threading intercalator, demonstrating a vastly different energy landscape
for binding. These results show that molecular chirality is a valuable tool for tuning DNA-ligand interactions, which may be
used for rational design of anti-cancer drugs.
INTRODUCTION

Since their discovery, small-molecule DNA-binding drugs
have had major roles in cancer therapy (1,2). Intercalators
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are one class of these molecules that have flat planar aro-
matic regions and bind to DNA by inserting them between
the base pairs (3). This stacking alters the structure of dou-
ble-stranded DNA (dsDNA) and stabilizes it (3–5). Such
molecules may act as roadblocks to helicases, preventing
DNA replication (6), may prevent the progression of RNA
polymerase during transcription (7), or may inhibit topo-
isomerase (8), all important targets in modern cancer
therapy.

Over the past few decades, significant interest in studying
ruthenium-based small-molecule complexes has increased
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due to the success of other transition metal-based drugs such
as cisplatin. Cisplatin is a platinum-based drug that reached
clinical trials in the 1970s (9–11) as an antitumor agent
(12–14) and is currently used as one of the most prominent
chemotherapy drugs (15). Relatedmolecules such as phenan-
thriplatin have also shown some promise (16–18). The suc-
cess of these transition metal-based compounds has led to
the development of potential ruthenium-based anti-cancer
drugs such as NAMI-A, TLD-1433, and KP1019 and its wa-
ter-soluble sodium salt IT-139, also known as BOLD-100,
which has recently been shown to have anti-severe acute res-
piratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) activity
(19), all of which have reached clinical trials (20–23).
Some substitution-inert polypyridyl ruthenium complexes
initially studied in the 1980s were shown to bind to DNA
with high affinity through intercalation (24), sparking inter-
est in further studies of these complexes. Various designs
of ruthenium-based complexes differing by their intercalat-
ing moieties were investigated (25) and among these
designs the complexes containing dipyridophenazine
(dppz) intercalating moieties exhibited the highest affinity
toDNA (26).Additionally, two designs of thesemononuclear
ruthenium intercalators having dppz moieties along with
phenanthroline (phen) ancillary ligands, the left-handed L-
[Ru(phen)2dppz]

2þ and right-handed D-[Ru(phen)2dppz]
2þ,

were both shown in ensemble studies to have high affinity to
binding DNA with distinct stereoselective modes (27,28).
These results were later supported by structural studies re-
porting the x-ray crystal structure of them bound to DNA
(29). Furthermore, later modifications made by covalently
combining two of these metal-organic ruthenium complexes
to form binuclear complexes showed an even higher binding
affinity for DNA (30). Such complexes are known as thread-
ing intercalators and bind to DNA through a special form of
FIGURE 1 Binuclear ruthenium enantiomers and optical tweezers. (A) The che

P (bottom). (B) Schematic showing a single DNA molecule tethered between tw

used in the experiments. To see this figure in color, go online.
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intercalation; they must thread one of their bulky ruthenium-
based ends between the two strands that formdsDNA to inter-
calate the middle planar section sandwiched between two
neighboring base pairs to reach the final intercalated binding
mode (31–33), which requires the opening ofDNAbase pairs
(34). Threading intercalators have been shown to bind with
extremely high affinity to DNA, having dissociation con-
stants in the nanomolar range, and distinctly slower dissoci-
ation kinetics, with dissociation occurring in the range of
hours to days (5,35).

We have previously used optical tweezers to explore the
DNA-binding properties of the two binuclear ruthenium
complexes with dppz moieties DD-[m-bidppz(phen)4Ru2]

4þ

(DD-P) and DD-[m-bidppz(bpy)4Ru2]
4þ (DD-B), differing

only by their ancillary ligands being either phen or bipyr-
idine (bpy). Our single-molecule measurements indicated
that the binding affinities of the two complexes were the
same, while a comparison of the binding kinetics revealed
faster kinetics for the smaller DD-B, and an analysis of the
structural changes that the DNA undergoes during each
binding event supported entirely different binding mecha-
nisms (36,37). Yet both of these complexes had the same
right-handed chirality and previous data from ensemble ex-
periments using circular dichroism and luminescence anal-
ysis elucidated the possibility of stereoselectivity playing a
role in the molecular mechanisms for DNA binding of such
threading intercalators (33,38). Here we use optical twee-
zers to trap single DNA molecules to investigate the
DNA-binding properties of the left-handed binuclear ruthe-
nium threading intercalator LL-[m-bidppz(phen)4Ru2]

4þ,
or LL-P for short (Fig. 1 A), to compare it with the previ-
ously studied right-handed DD-P (Fig. 1 A). Characterizing
the binding properties of these enantiomers provides
insight into the effects of chirality on DNA binding.
mical structures of the binuclear ruthenium complexesLL-P (top) andDD-

o polystyrene beads and stretched in the dual-beam optical tweezers setup



Chiral threading intercalators
MATERIALS AND METHODS

All experiments were conducted in custom-built homemade flow chambers

(�100 mL volume) at room temperature (21�C) using a dual-beam optical

tweezers setup as previously described (39). In short, two finely focused

counter-propagating laser beams (wavelength 830 nm) were used to trap

a single bacteriophage l-DNA (contour length of 48,502 bp) biotinylated

at the 30 ends. The DNA molecule was tethered between two streptavi-

din-coated polystyrene beads (�3 mm diameter): one bead was caught in

the optical trap while the other was affixed to a micropipette tip (1 mm diam-

eter) attached to the flow chamber through suction (Fig. 1 B). The torsion-

ally unconstrained tethered DNA molecule could be held at a constant force

(51 pN) by precisely manipulating a piezoelectric controlled stage through

a force feedback loop to move the micropipette in small steps (510 nm).

DNA stretching curves were obtained for each molecule to ensure only a

single molecule was present (black curve in Fig. 2 A). The tethered mole-

cule was then stretched and held at a constant force (34) while the ligand

was introduced in the chamber at a constant flow rate (�2 mL/s). The bind-

ing of ligand to DNAwas measured as the DNA molecule extended while

maintaining constant force, until reaching equilibrium. The flow of ligand

was then switched to buffer and the DNA extension returned as ligand

washed out; the molecule was then discarded. These association and

dissociation constant-force experiments were repeated at five different con-

centrations at each force with at least three DNA molecules for each con-

centration. The whole process described above was done at 20, 30, 40,

and 50 pN constant forces. All experiments were conducted under buffer

conditions of 10 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, and pH 8. The LL-P complex

was synthesized as described elsewhere (40).
RESULTS

LL-P exhibits slow binding kinetics

Constant-force measurements of LL-P binding, where a sin-
gle DNAmolecule is held at a particular force asmentioned in
the section ‘‘materials and methods,’’ yield slow binding ki-
netics. Constant-force measurements performed at 20 pN
force in the presence of various concentrations of LL-P and
the resulting kinetics are presented in Fig. 2. A representative
curve showing the extension of the DNAmolecule when held
at 20 pN constant force while flowing 20 nM LL-P is illus-
trated in Fig. 2 A. These extensions measured at various
FIGURE 2 Threading and unthreading at 20 pN constant force. (A) Representa

stretched and held at 20 pN constant force while flowing 20 nMLL-P (orange).

while increasing concentrations of LL-P thread through DNA held at 20 pN. O

single exponential fits of Eq. 1. (C) Representative curves showing the extension

reaching equilibrium at concentrations shown in (B). Open circles represent the d

2. (D) Average total rates obtained from at least three experiments at various conc

expressed by Eq. 3 (blue dashed line). The average off rates obtained from at lea

(red dashed line). The error bars indicate the standard deviation of the average
concentrations of LL-P can be represented as a function of
time (open circles in Fig. 2 B) and fit (solid lines in Fig. 2 B)
to the single exponential model shown in Eq. 1:

LðtÞ ¼ L0 þ
�
Leq � L0

��
1 � e� ktot t

�
; (1)
where L0 is the length of DNA in absence of ligand at that
force, Leq is the length at ligand-bound equilibrium, and
ktot(F, C) is the total rate of binding at a specific force F
and concentration C. After the binding of ligand reached
equilibrium, the flow of ligand was switched to buffer, and
the length decrease as a function of time (open circles in
Fig. 2C) wasmeasured as ligandwashed off. Thesemeasure-
ments were fit (solid lines in Fig. 2 C) to a single exponential
model shown in Eq. 2 below:

LðtÞ ¼ �
Leq � L0

�
e� koff t þ L0; (2)
where koff(F, C) is the estimated dissociation rate. At least
three separate DNA molecules were used to obtain an
average of total rates for each concentration at 20 pN con-
stant-force experiments (blue data points in Fig. 2 D). Since
the total rates obtained for each concentration are a sum of
the on and off rates, kon and koff, and the on rate is concen-
tration dependent, the association rate ka for 20 pN can be
estimated using the following linear relationship:

ktot ¼ kaCþ koff : (3)
This yields an association rate of (2.3 5 0.4) �10�5

M�1s�1 and off rate 0.0065 5 0.0009 s�1 at 20 pN. The
average dissociation rate obtained from washing experi-
ments (red data points in Fig. 2 D), 0.0059 5 0.0007 s�1,
agrees well with the value obtained from the fit described
in Eq. 3 within the uncertainties.
tive curve of DNA stretching in the absence of the ligand (black) and a DNA

(B) Representative curves of DNA extension measured as a function of time

pen circles represent the data and solid lines represent the corresponding

decrease as a function of time while washing away LL-P with buffer after

ata and solid lines represent the corresponding single exponential fits of Eq.

entrations ofLL-P (blue circles) fit to linear dependency on concentrations

st three washing experiments (red circles) and the average of these off rates

s.
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Force facilitates the DNA threading and
unthreading of LL-P

As previously demonstrated for 20 pN constant force, the ka
was also obtained from the total rate for 30, 40, and 50 pN
constant-force measurements (Fig. S1). The association
rates observed (green data points in Fig. 3 A) were found
to be exponentially facilitated by force. These values were
fit to Eq. 4 (green dashed line Fig. 3 A) to obtain the associ-
ation rate in the absence of force, kað0Þ, and the lengthening
required for a single threading event, xon:

kaðFÞ ¼ kað0Þexp
�
Fxon
kBT

�
; (4)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature
at which experiments were conducted (21�C). From this
fitting we obtain kað0Þ to be (8.2 5 2.6) �103 M�1s�1

and xon to be 0.58 5 0.02 nm.
Similarly, the average of measured off rates (koff ðFÞ) ob-

tained from dissociation experiments at each force (red data
points in Fig. 3 B), were also exponentially facilitated by
force as described by Eq. 5:

koff ðFÞ ¼ koff ð0Þexp
�
Fxoff
kBT

�
; (5)

where koff ð0Þ is the dissociation rate in the absence of force
and xoff is the lengthening required for a single unthreading
event. From this fitting (red dashed line in Fig. 3 B) we
obtain koff ð0Þ to be (3.5 5 0.5) �10�3 s�1 and xoff to be
0.09 5 0.02 nm.

Using the quotient of Leq values obtained from the single
exponential fits in the association experiments (Fig. 2 B) we
can calculate the fractional binding q (F, C) for a particular
concentration at a certain force (Eq. 6):

qðF;CÞ ¼ DLeq

DLsat

¼ LeqðF;CÞ � L0ðFÞ
LsatðFÞ � L0ðFÞ ; (6)
FIGURE 3 Force-dependent binding properties. (A) Association rates obtaine

pendency on force expressed by Eq. 4 (green dashed line). (B) Dissociation rat

force expressed by Eq. 5 (red dashed line). (C) McGhee-von Hippel (MGVH) fits

the fractional binding obtained at different forces (open circles, different colors r

constants obtained fromMGVH fits (blue circles) extrapolated according to Eq. 8

error bars indicate the standard deviations of the averages.
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where L0ðFÞ is the length of the DNA in the absence ofLL-P
at a particular force and LsatðFÞ is the lengthening at saturated
concentrations of LL-P at that force. The fractional binding
was fit to the McGhee-von Hippel isotherm (MGVH)
(41,42), a one-dimensional lattice-binding model (Eq. 7):

qðKd; nÞ ¼ C

Kd

2
6664 nð1 � qÞn�

1 � qþ q
n

�n� 1

3
7775; (7)

where n is the binding site size and Kd is the dissociation
constant for each force. Fig. 3 C illustrates the average equi-
librium extensions measured for various concentrations
from constant-force experiments fit to MGVH at the four
different forces. The Kd values obtained for each force
from MGVH analysis (Fig. 3 D) can be extrapolated to
zero force using Eq. 8 to obtain the force independent disso-
ciation constant Kdð0Þ and the equilibrium lengthening of
DNA upon a single intercalation event Dxeq:

Kd

�
F
� ¼ Kdð0Þexp

��FDxeq
kBT

�
: (8)

We obtain the dissociation constant in the absence of
force, Kdð0Þ, to be 838 5 186 nM and Dxeq to be 0.48 5
0.03 nm. After performing chi-square minimization, a bind-
ing site size of n ¼ 5 was used in the above MGVH fits to
keep the fitting parameters to a minimum number. The value
n ¼ 5 agrees well within the uncertainty, with the expected
relationship Dxeq ¼ nðFÞDLsatðFÞ (43), between the ob-
tained Dxeq from kinetics and measured saturation lengths
DLsatðFÞ fit to the worm-like chain model (WLC, Fig. 4)
in Eq. 9 below (44):

Lsat ¼ b

 
1 � 1

2

�
kBT

Fp

�1
2

þF

s

!
; (9)
d from the constant-force experiments (green circles) fit to exponential de-

es obtained at various forces (red circles) fit to exponential dependency on

expressed by Eq. 7 (solid lines, different colors represent different forces) of

epresent different concentrations). (D) Force dependence of the dissociation

(blue dashed line) to obtain the binding affinity in the absence of force. The



FIGURE 4 WLC model fits. The DNA stretching curve (black) fit to

the WLC model (red) described by Eq. 9 and DNA saturated with LL-P

(purple circles) fit to the WLC (purple dashed line). The error bars

indicate the standard deviations of the averages. To see this figure in color,

go online.

FIGURE 5 Comparison of the DNA structural changes during the thread-

ing and unthreading of the chiral enantiomers. (A) A DNA base pair (black)

has to be extended to facilitate the threading of LL-P (blue arrow), relaxes

back to equilibrium (purple arrow), and has to be extended again to facil-

itate unthreading (red arrow). (B) The same description in (A) but for DD-P

adapted from (36). To see this figure in color, go online.

Chiral threading intercalators
where b is the contour length (0.44 5 0.01 nm/bp), p is the
persistence length (255 9 nm), and s is the stretch modulus
(1493 5 808 pN) of the ligand-bound DNA molecule.

To further buttress our prior estimation of the dissociation
constant Kd, it can also be estimated using the quotient of off
rates and association rates extrapolated to zero force
measured in the kinetics experiments, Kdð0Þ ¼ koff ð0Þ=
kað0Þ, which gives us an estimate in the same order of
magnitude (427 5 148 nM).
DISCUSSION

The results quantifying LL-P binding strength, kinetics,
and structural changes that DNA must undergo for each in-
tercalating event are tabulated against those of the previ-
ously studied DD-P enantiomer (36) in Table 1.

We have shown that DNA threading by LL-P is strongly
dependent on force, indicated by the exponential decrease of
the dissociation constant Kd with increasing force (Fig. 3D),
just as DD-P (36). Interestingly, the left-handed LL-P mol-
ecules exhibit an almost 20-fold weaker binding (i.e., higher
value for Kd) compared with their right-handed sibling
DD-P, despite both molecules having common intercalating
TABLE 1 Comparison of the DNA-binding properties and

kinetics of LL-P and DD-P (36)

Binding properties LL-P DD-P

Kd (0) (nM) 838 5 186 44 5 2

ka (0) (M
�1s�1) (8.2 5 2.6) � 103 (10.1 5 0.1) x103

koff (0) (s
�1) (3.5 5 0.5) � 10�3 (1.4 5 0.1) x10�3

Dxeq (nm) 0.48 5 0.03 0.19 5 0.01

xon (nm) 0.58 5 0.02 0.33 5 0.01

xoff (nm) 0.09 5 0.02 0.14 5 0.01
dppz moieties. This lower binding affinity, which is unex-
pected because the intercalating moieties are the same,
may be an effect of the opposite left-handed chiral ligands
of LL-P sterically not fitting well with the right-handed
DNA molecule in the intercalated binding mode. Thus, the
auxiliary ligands affect the binding pocket in different
ways for these two enantiomers. The importance of steric
fit of the ligand into the DNA structure over the nature of in-
tercalating moiety is further validated by the similar binding
affinity observed previously for DD-P and DD-B (37), both
having the same chirality but with different ancillary
ligands.

Examining the threading kinetics into DNA, we
measured the association rate ka of LL-P (8.2 5 2.6)
�103 M�1s�1 to be slightly slower, but of the same order
of magnitude, as its previously studied enantiomer DD-P
(10.1 5 0.1) �103 M�1s�1. This result conflicts with
previous measurements from luminescence and circular di-
chroism (CD) experiments (38,45). The CD measurements
suggest a multi-exponential fitting of the threading ki-
netics: tri-exponential for LL-P and bi-exponential for
DD-P (38), which may reflect the kinetics of additional
non-intercalating binding steps that do not change DNA
length and are therefore not detected here. The force-
facilitated binding of LL-P in our experiments and DD-P
in previous (36) are both well described by a single
Biophysical Journal 121, 3745–3752, October 4, 2022 3749
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exponential dependence on time, leading to zero force rates
within the same order of magnitude. The off rate in the
absence of force, or the unthreading rate, of LL-P
(3.5 5 0.5) �10�3 s�1 is also in the same order but a little
faster than DD-P (1.4 5 0.1) �10�3 s�1. This similarity in
the binding kinetics of the pair of enantiomers suggests that
the chirality change of ancillary ligands does not drasti-
cally affect how fast these enantiomers thread or unthread
DNA.

Despite the comparable binding kinetics in the absence of
force, the structural changes that DNA undergoes to thread
and unthread these enantiomers vary drastically. The DNA
elongation required for threading a single LL-P ligand, xon
(0.58 5 0.02 nm), is much larger than for DD-P (0.33 5
0.01 nm), suggesting that the left-handed ancillary ligands
require more space to thread. The equilibrium elongation
Dxeq of the DNA for each intercalation event is more than
double for LL-P (0.48 5 0.03 nm) compared with DD-P
(0.19 5 0.01 nm). This is likely an effect of the opposing
chirality of the left-handed ancillary ligands of LL-P not
fitting well in right-handed DNA due to steric hindrance.
Previous examination of the binding modes of LL-P,
DD-P, and the meso DL-P stereoisomers indicates that,
for all three stereoisomers, the Ru coordinated to the inter-
calated dppz moiety resides deep in the minor groove, and
that for DL-P the Lmoiety is in the minor groove and the D
moiety in the major groove (33,40). It also has been sug-
gested that profound structural changes are necessary for
these ligands to bind DNA, especially such as the opening
of at least one base pair (40). The DNA elongation required
for the unthreading of each LL-P ligand, xoff (0.09 5
0.02 nm), indicates a need to elongate the base pairs by
0.09 nm further than the equilibrium extension to unthread
LL-P, which is less than the elongation required for DD-P
(0.145 0.01 nm), possibly explaining the slightly faster off
rates measured for LL-P compared with DD-P. In addition,
the equilibrium extension Dxeq obtained from MGVH
for LL-P (0.48 5 0.03 nm) agrees well with the Dxeq
(0.49 5 0.03 nm) obtained using the difference between
xon and xoff obtained from the kinetics measurements. These
structural changes required for LL-P binding suggest a
locking mechanism similar to the previously studied
DD-P (Fig. 5), but with much greater associated length
changes.

High affinity and slow kinetics when binding to DNA are
crucial properties of small-molecule applications for tumor
treatment (46,47). Quantitative analysis of the two chiral en-
antiomers LL-P and DD-P suggest that they have these
properties as well as the same binding mode to DNA.
Notwithstanding, the deformations needed to thread and
unthread DNA favor the right-handed DD-P with smaller
elongations required for threading and longer elongations
required for unthreading, making it a more stable threading
intercalator as previously revealed (48). These results
demonstrate that chirality plays a significant role in the
3750 Biophysical Journal 121, 3745–3752, October 4, 2022
mechanism by which these enantiomers bind to and distort
DNA structure. Therefore, chirality can be used as a power-
ful tool to tune the energy landscape of DNA intercalation,
which may play a substantial role in improving the designs
of anti-cancer drugs.
SUPPORTING MATERIAL

Supporting material can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.
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